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Brecht And The Fillmores:
Epic Theater And The Rock Concert Q)
by Douglas Milburn, J r.
Of the many attempts in the last hundred years or so to devise a dramaturgy adequate
to the needs of the present age, the theater postulated and (partially) realized by Bertolt
Brecht was one of the most thoroughgoing in scope, most promising in creative potential,
and most disappointing in actual practice as it developed under his aegis. Certain recent
cultural developments in the Western world indicate rather strongly that Brecht's attempt
at a revolutionary theater was both socially and technologically premature. If one
re-examines the basic tenets of his theater in the light of these developmen ts, one is led to
the conclusion that the "epic theater" as Brech t conceived it was far less adequate to the
esthetic and political needs of his "children of the scientific age" than he himself supposed.
For one thing, the social milieu of Brecht's time was really infertile ground for
revolutionary theater of any kind (we can see now with hindsight). For another, the
technology of the period was insufficiently developed for the exercise of the kind of
irresistible theatrical argument which Brecht was after. But in the last decade the cultural
milieu has changed so radically and the technology has accelerated so much in its impact
on that milieu that it is only now becoming clear just what the needs of the children of
the scien tific age may be. And it is therefore only now that we may fairly hope for the
realization of a theater with some chance of achieving the aims and effects of Brecht's
theoretical epic theater.
Such theater has already begun to emerge, and in a rather surprising place - not, as
one might expect, in the American and European arenas of the Brechtian disciples and
revisionists (nor - one is tempted to say, obviously - in the Theater am Schiffbauerdamm). What has happened is that a much-maligned art-form, rock music, has
in the context of its public performance developed a kind of theater which in its practical
means and realized ends is astonishingly close to the theater postulated by Brecht in the
Kleines Organon fur das Theater. of course I am not implying any direct, or even
indirect influence here ; my point simply is that the similarities between these two
seemingly disparate social institutions may cast some new light on the depth of Brecht's
insigh t in to the social role of theater and also illuminate certain of his short-comings from
a new angle.
Before proceeding I must clarify briefly what is meant by the term, "rock concert."
"Rock concert" here refers to those public performances of rock music as staged with
particular effectiveness at the two Fillmore auditoriums (Fillmore West in San Francisco
and Fillmore East in New York City) but elsewhere as well, in which the music is
augmented by what is called in the trade a light show. The light show consists of a mosaic
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of visual effects, ranging from fragments of old movies (serials, cartoons, newsreels) to the
most inventive and striking optical phenomena of which modern technology is capable.
The light show is usually carefully controlled so that its effects are synchronized with the
music. In this surprising setting, the affluent, over-educated young people, who - I suggest
-- are the true children of the scientific age, have developed their own kind of theater in
accordance with their own revolutionary needs.
In order to demonstrate the various parallels and similarities between the rock concert
and epic theater it will be necessary first to summarize the salien t features of the theater
toward which the mature Brecht was working. I will refer to the Kleines Organon fur das
Theater, which as far as the major fe atures of his theater are concerned, serves as the most
convenient point of reference. In the following summary the reader who happens to be
familiar with the phenomenon of the rock concert may note how strikingly apt Brecht's
comments are. I would also suggest that the reader note the many ways in which Brecht's
ideas apply to the youth movement generally. I shall go into these following the
summary.
At the outset and at the end of the Organon Brecht emphasizes that the basic function
of the theater is entertainment (Preface, and Paragraph #75), which he sometimes (#2)
speaks of as pleasure. His is a quest for a new kind of theater, one which will fulfill this
entertainment function by serving the new needs of the children of the scientific age. This
is the mature Brecht speaking here (in 1948), and he is at pains to avoid the crude
didacticism of socialist realism as well as of some of his own earlier pieces:
[The theater 1 should not even be presumed to teach, at least nothing more
pragmatic than how one moves pleasurably in the physical or mental realm. (#3)2
Before defining the new needs he carefully inserts several other qualifications, almost
as if in anticipation of the misrepresentations, now rampant, of his position. For one
thing, art must not be concerned about whether it is high or low; only when art is free to
utilize all artistic means can it impart the greatest pleasure (#5, also #25). The only mode
of value judgment which Brecht is willing to admit here is that of esthetic complexity,
and he is as usual in terested in this mode only pragmatically :
... there are weak (simple) pleasures and strong (complex ) pleasures which are
theatrically practicable. The latter, which is what we encounter in great drama,
achieve climaxes much as intercourse achieves them in love .... (#6)
The other, ancient esthetic-academic judgmen ts are of no in terest to him.
Brecht then proceeds to demonstrate how the pleasures, the esthetic needs of both
artist and viewer, change from age to age (#7 , #8, and #9). He points out that we are still
entertained by the old plays, a fact which leads to the crucial question:
If we thus confirm our ability to enjoy the representations from so many different
epochs, an ability which the children of those mighty epochs can hardly have
possessed, does not this necessarily arouse in us the suspicion that we have by no
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means yet discovered the special pleasures, the true entertainment, of our own
age? (#11)
We enjoy the old plays but we leave the theater somehow unsatisfied, unsettled by the
"Primitivitat und Sorglosigkeit" (primitivity and carefreeness ) of the representations of
human interaction, not only in the old works but also in contemporary works
constructed according to old recipes (#12). The reason for our discontent is the
fact that we have a new attitude toward that which is represented on stage
(#13).
The formative agent behind this new attitude is science. For Brecht, science (more
accurately: science-technology) is simply man's attempt to make the star on which we
dwell inhabitable for the first time (#16 ). Brecht's point, which to the American reader
(much more accustomed to the accelerating rate of change than is his European brother)
seems a bit belabored, is simply that science has shown us that we can change the world,
that we can make it less uncomfortable, less painful, more inhabitable, more (to use one
of his favorite modifiers) productive. And it now behooves us to let art do its share in
changing the world:
Science and art coincide to the extent that both exist to ease the life of men. The
one is concerned with material sustenance, the other with entertainment. In the
epoch which is coming, art will create its entertainment out of the new productivity
which can improve our sustenance so much and which itself, if ever [allowed to
develop 1 unhindered, could be the greatest of all pleasures. (#20)
The attitude which enables man the scientist to be increasingly productive is
essentially a critical one (#22). Brecht uses "critical" of course pragmatically. He sees this
critical stance as objectifying, distancing, unemotional, a cool weighing of facts and
factors, the aim always being to ease human pain and to increase human pleasure. Just as
the horticulturist manipulates his plants for the betterment of the world, the playwright
of the scientific age must attempt to manipulate his audience (#22). Brecht sees the
scientist as a man who for practical purposes is free and who can thus do his will with the
world.
The theater can assume such a free stance only if it also exposes itself to the most
turbulent currents in society and joins with those individuals who must be most
impatient to bring about great changes in society. ( #23 )
The Theater must go to the masses and put itself at the disposal of those wh.o are most
productive and who have the greatest difficulty in creating a meaningful life for
themselves. Although they may not be able to afford the price of a ticket and although
they may not understand the methodology, "we can be sure of their interest" (#23).
These masses, the children of the scientific age, toward whom the new theater will be
directed, must first develop and put into practice a new "sociology"
(Gesellschaftswissenschaft). It is by that very act of change, through the development of,
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if you will, a new lifestyle, that they show themselves to be the true children of the
scientific age; the theater of the age can not be set in motion unless they provide the
impetus (#23).
There are two ways of reading this charge of Brecht's to the theatrical people of the
age. One is a kind of traditional reading, such as that of the various Brecht-inspired street
theaters, activist groups, and mime troupes, as well as of the more obviously traditional
theatrical people (Herb Blau, for one example). Theirs is a fundamentalist reading and
their aim is pretty much that of Brecht's own highly unsuccessful attempt in the late
twen ties and early thirties to take the theater to the people, the "people" here being the
traditional proletariat. (The fundamentalist interpretors of Brecht also act on a
fundamentalist interpretation of Marx.) But like Brecht these present-day theater groups
enjoy no great success with the old proletariat either: where they seek to revolutionize or,
in their jargon, to radicalize, they end up at best merely entertaining in a very superficial
way and at worst adding to the existing social confusion. The main reason for this failure
is that the group which comprises the classic proletariat does not now contain the true
children of the scientific age.
The other reading, the genuinely revolutionary reading, is that which is (largely
unconsciously) being acted out nightly in the Fillmores East and West and at other rock
auditoriums around the world - by the young. It should surely be clear now that the true
children of the scientific age are no longer the members of the classic, working-class
proletariat, but their offspring. The Communist International of days gone by is now
effectively superannuated, replaced by the Youth International - the hippies, the
Yippies, the neo-anarchists, the neo-Marxists, the SDS, and so on - these are the human
beings whose human inter-action has been most strongly and profoundly determined by
science. These are the people who are most impatient for change, because in their state of
hyper-education, they are most acutely aware of the possibilities for change. They, not
the old proletariat, are the true "builders of society" (#24), because only they have the
complex assimilative mental equipment (misguidedly and unwittingly imparted to them
by their bourgeois elders) and the data-access necessary for the re-structuring and the
running of a society in the age of science.
For the first time in history, we have now a situation in which the young are not
merely surviving, but living as a mass, as a class simultaneously alienated from and
exploited by their society. Yet in marked contrast to the unself-conscious, uneducated old
proletariat, the members of this "new" generation are extremely self-conscious and ftlled
with as much knowledge as their society has been able to pump into them. The responses
of the young to this unprecedented situation have been wide-ranging, obviously. The one
which is of interest here is their almost reflexive development of their own art-form, their
flight, in the last few years or so, to song in the form of the rock concert and light show.
This art-form seems to have developed spon taneously to meet the needs of these, the
true children of the scientific age. The fact that it bears strong similarities to that art-form
postulated as necessary and desirable by Brecht is a new and rather remarkable indication
of the depth of Brecht's insight into, and his sensitivity to, the essential qualities of his
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epoch.
What follows is a necessarily brief catalog of the ways in which the rock concert is a
new and far more effective form of revolutionary theater than the prevailing
Brecht-inspired theater. It seems most efficient to demonstrate the point by recounting
various characteristics of Brecht's theater cited above, along with corresponding details
from the Organon, while describing parallel aspects of the rock concert.
- Epic theater as complex pleasure (#6) . There are few human experiences in which
the level of sensory input is as high and the quality as complex as in the rock concert. The
spectator is bombarded by sound (in quantity up to a decibel-level near the threshold of
pain, in quality ranging from the abrupt jangles of the tambourine to the heaving, heavy
boom of the electric bass, from the shrill screams of the electric lead guitar and the organ
to the hypnotic beat of the drums, and over, under, through all this sound the singer's
much amplified voice) and by light (multiple-screen projections, motion pictures and still
images from all times and places, stroboscopic flashes, and amorphic colored patterns).
The sense of smell is frequently assaulted, if not by the ubiquitous odor of pot, then by
the complex odor of assorted varieties of incense . The sound itself is of such a range and
intensity that it becomes a tactile experience; one feels as well as hears it.
Brecht specifically rejects the notion of epic theater as a kind of modernized
Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk (#74 ). While the inputs in the epic theater are many and
diverse, Brecht felt his critical aim to be exactly the opposite of the unified experience of
transcendence for which Wagner was striving. It seems quite likely, though, that Brecht
was unable to dissociate the Wagnerian theater from the hated bourgeois theater and thus
was unable to perceive, much less appreciate, the enormous potential of the kind of
theatrical experience which, for example, Tristan represen ts. In contrast, our new
proletariat, for the most part not feeling constrained to judge the art of the past by any
such limiting ideology as classical Marxism, responds with remarkable enthusiasm and
sensitivity to great art of any kind.
- The effect of the "total environ men t." Brecht wan ted to force the audience to
suspend its usual (and out-dated) methods of reacting to drama and to play upon the
ability of the children of the scientific age to respond "critically." The purpose of the
famous alienation effects is to blast open the old prejudiced and prejudicing circuits and
let the mind, conditioned by the scientific view of the world as something changeable,
perceive the dramatic action critically:

An alienating representation is one which lets the object be perceived but which at
the same time causes it to appear alien. (#42)
In the rock concert the audience is exposed to an intense, sometimes terrifying, new
environmen t which is in and of itself alien in the sense that the audience encounters it
nowhere else. It is furthermore an environment which the spectator can not turn off.
Closing one's eyes to nap in the time-honored tradition of the bourgeois audience only
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heightens the perception of the input from the other senses. Neither can one ignore this
environment by letting one's mind wander, simply because for a time one is put in a state
where one has no "mind" in the usual, socially approved sense, which one can let wander.
The audience is captive and malleable to a degree which Brecht probably never dared
dream of. To be sure , the audience has elsewhere encountered bits and pieces of this
electric environment. In fact, we daily stumble across them, or better, we daily have them
forced on our consciousness as we move through this world on the border between the
old linear/sequential culture and the new non-linear/simultaneous culture. But it is only
in the already highly developed institution of the rock concert that the new world to
come has arrived; it is only there that one may predictably and regularly encounter it.
There, in the overwhelming sensory experience, the bits and pieces are brought together
in great number, and the final effect is synergistic, disorienting (the old world is gone,
where are landmarks ?), and alienating (the spectator is loosed from the old cultural ties,
is suspended above, apart from, outside of the old cultural matrix, he gets "high" in
several senses of the word). For a time, the time of the performance, the world as
experienced ceases to be a world of becoming; teleological conditioning is rendered
temporarily impotent, and the world is perceived as a world of being. It is that state,
remembered later, which seems to elicit from the spectator precisely the critical response
and revolutionary decision-making which Brecht was seeking.
We do have a certain amount of empirical data to justify such a statemen t, namely the
lifestyle(s) now evolving among the young. I would not be so presumptuous as to state
unequivocally which came ftrst, the rock concert or the new lifestyle; it is a chicken-egg
problem. * But it is apparent that, whichever came ftrst, the rock concert now serves as a
vehicle of reafftrmation for the young, a theater where they go to have their minds
reblown, a total experience to which they expose themselves in order to renew the critical
judgments they have made concerning society - and upon which they have acted. They
have thus created the new "sociology" which Brecht required of any epic theater
audience.
- The interpersonal, i.e., social effect of the epic theater. Brecht complains that in the
old theater
The arena of human relationships became visible but not clear. The perceptions,
created in the old (the magical) way, necessarily continued to be of the old
type. (#30)

In this area the rock concert, assuming that the reader is willing to accept my qualifted
suggestion of a casual relationship between the rock concert and the new life-style, has
most obviously come closer to achieving the chief aim of the epic theater than has the
epic theater itself. As evidence of the failure of Brecht's own epic theater, one need only
mention the singular lack of success in the many attempts to transplant epic theater
beyond the conftnes of the Theater am Schiffbauerdamm.

*An o ther

problem of the same kind, but tangential to this discussion, is the role drugs h ave played in
producing-encouraging-reenforcing this lifestyle and indeed th e rock concert itself.
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A more revealing bit of evidence along these lines was provided recently by one of the
network TV variety shows which prides itself on at least seeming to be engage. The last
quarter-hour of this particular program was devoted to a kind of diluted epic theater
piece which was set up like this: The actor (Burl Ives) returns to his hometown after an
absence of many years and visits various people in the local, still-operative institutions,
such as the corner drugstore, the church, and the school (all indicated by minimal sets).
He talks briefly with these people and ftnds that some have changed radically; we perceive
by his words and gestures that he approves: he judges these people to be vibrantly alive.
Others have not changed at all ; these he obviously judges to be as good as dead. The
sequence concludes with Ives singing Bob Dylan's "The Times They Are Achangin" as
the words move across the bottom of the screen. After ftrst being put off by wh a t I
perceived as a sort of sing-along-with-Burl effect, I realized that the writers of the show
had put the words on the screen so that the print-oriented audience would read them and
presumably respond more critically, in Brecht's sense, than would have been the case had
the audience been left to the emotional effects of the musical input alone. In its limited
way, it was an admirable effort, but one whose effect was almost totally destroyed by the
immediately following commercials and the next program and more commercials and so
on. The point being this: any new theatrical form which hopes to challenge the numbing,
anesthetic forces of the old theater is going to have to use contexts and means far more
intense than those in which we operate daily. If one hopes to use television to combat the
mind-numbing effects of the old theater, one does not do it by inserting orthodox
Brechtian techniques into the television medium, because the effect will be swamped by
the surroundings. *
As evidence of the success of the new rock theater, one can cite the trivial: our new
proletariat was after all for a time called, among other less flattering names, the Love
Generation - and not entirely without reason. Or one can cite the profound: the
neo-socialists of the SDS and similar groups, relying on the gospel according to Marcuse,
and the neo-anarchists of the Yippies, relying on the gospel according to Norman O.
Brown, do share the common desire to stop the accelerating process of industrial and/or
intellectual dehumanization . Whether the means they choose to realize this desire are
those of a government of participatory democracy or those of no government at all, it is
significant that both groups are intent on making human relationships considerably more
sichtig ("clear" see #30, cited above ) than they now are.
- The social situation as a process. The epic theater, according to Brecht, treats social
conditions as processes and pursues them in all their contradictoriness (#45) by means of
the materialist dialectic. In Brecht's times, Marxism offered the most effective referential
matrix for dealing with the world meaningfully, especially for a man of Brecht's artistic
abilities and social conscience. Today such relatively pat structures have become
inadequate if not dangerous, so much has the complexity of the human societal situation
increased. I have in this discussion generally ignored Brecht's speciftcally Marxist points,

* It

can be done of course in va rious wa ys; one wo uld be t o set three TV's side by side and force the
audi ence to cope with three different audio-visual channels simultaneou sly.
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not because I consider them simplistic or naive, but rather because I see them as
inadequate to our needs and a hindrance, generally, to our effective coping with the
world, and specifically, to our effective coping with Brecht. For here as elsewhere what is
striking in Brecht is the depth and continuing validity of his basic perceptions; it seems
obvious that his insights came first and were simply fitted neatly into a Marxist
explanation of social phenomena. To wit, and to return to the point of the paragraph, the
rock concert also deals with social conditions as processes: the individual rock song is
frequently an instance of vivid role-playing - this-is-the-way-things-rnight-be-if - and the
audience is either implicitly or explicitly asked, "Here's the situation, what do you
think?" One famous example is the Beatles' "Eleanor Rigby." But to assume or assert, as
do some of the fundamentalist interpreters of Brecht, that the epic theater must continue
to use the clumsy Marxist dialectic as its manner of argumentation is to demean and
grossly underestimate Brecht's intelligence and sensitivity. Elsewhere in the Organon, as I
have already pointed out, Brecht speaks of using all artistic means to achieve the aims of
the epic theater (#5, #14 and #25).
- The critical attitude. The main goal of the epic theater is to induce a critical state of
mind in the audience. (I have touched on this point slightly when discussing the
alienation effect.) Brecht mentions other specific methods for creating this critical
attitude. For one: the actors are to perform as narrators (hence "epic"). The actor must
stand apart from his role even as he is playing it (#49 and 50), not only so that he can
objectively contemplate what he is doing, but also so that the audience can remain
critically aloof. In the rock concert it is the music, strangely enough, which has this
objectifying effect. Whatever role the rock singer may be playing, the on-going music is
always there to remind us insistently and with irresistable forcefulness that the singer is
indeed merely playing a role and that to identify with the role of the singer/actor is to
descend from that place of critical contemplation in which the music puts us.
Case in point: The Green Machine. An unlikely name for an unlikely rock group,
consisting of five members of the u.s. Marine Corps (lead guitar, second guitar, bass
guitar, organ, drums). They perform in full Marine dress uniform with all its connotations
of up-tight, rigid, conformist, super-masculine, patriotic mentality. And they sing songs
with God-Mother-Country and law-and-order lyrics. Yet in spite of all this, the message
of the music, with its screaming guitars, driving drumbeat, and whining organ, totally
demolishes the regular-guy, look-men-we're-really-with-it image which the Marine Corps
was undoubtedly trying to project by sanctioning the group. In fact after experiencing
The Green Machine one is left wondering if there could possibly be any greater alienation
effect than this juxtaposition of reactionary costume and words, and revolutionary music.
One becomes acutely aware not just of the role but of the tragic nature of the role which
society has given those five human beings.
Another of Brecht's devices is to reveal to the audience enough of the creaking
theatrical machinery, both intangible (the contrived nature of the action should be made
apparent to the audience [#67]) and tangible (scenery is minimal and suggestive rather
than representational [#72]), so that the spectator is never tricked into believing that
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what is happening on stage is real life. In the rock concert, the technical equipment is
highly visible: the amps are there, their colored, gem-like eyes gleaming in the shadows of
the huge speakers, and their knobs are for turning. The rock concert here stands in much
the same relationship to, say, the Broadway musical as the epic theater has to
contemporary nea-naturalistic drama.
- The social nature of the epic theater. Brecht again and again emphasizes the smallest
social unit is not man, but two men (#58). The epic theater is people interacting as
people and all learning similar lessons together, actors as well as audience (#58, 59, and
60). At the rock concert the rock musician undergoes the same mental fellation as does
the audience. I will not pursue here the implications of the intriguing fact that for the
musician it is a kind of masturbation while for the audience it is fellatio/cunnilingus.
There are numerous other examples of parallels between the epic theater and the rock
concert which the curious reader will readily find for himself in the Organon. Most of
those which I am leaving uncited would add little substance to my argument, except by
weight of number. A few I have avoided because they are highly problematical. What I
have attempted in this paper, however, is to point out a new way to read the Organon and
to apply Brecht's theory in our time.
To the skeptical disbelieving reader whose head is filled with images of teenagers
swooning for Sinatra or screaming for Elvis or the early Beatles, I can say two things.
One, the swooning, pubescent response stands in roughly the same relationship to the
rock concert experience discussed here as Gilbert and Sullivan do to Wagner. And two,
the impact of the rock concert can not be communicated verbally; not only is the music
loud, it has also in the past few years become quite sophisticated. Words can not convey
the significance of this art-form which the young have wrought; it must be perceived
first-hand. It can be a painful experience, especially for a person who tends to be highly
"critical" (in the narrow, ideological sense) and skeptical (in the reactionary sense), since
it is precisely those "critical," skepticism-generating circuits which are most strongly
attacked by this new theater.
As Brecht nears the end of the Organon, he repeats his point concerning entertainment
as the primary function of theater, this time using words which are extremely pregnant in
the context which I have constructed:
And here, once again, the reader must be reminded that it is the task [of the
theatrical arts 1 to en tertain the children of the scientific age, in a sensual manner
and joyfully. (#7 5)
"In a sensual manner and joyfully." A noble aim for a dramaturgy, but the realization of
that aim in the author's own theater is pale and weak compared with the far-reaching
effects of the rock concert.

Rice University
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1 This article was originally prepared for presentation in a shorter version for the Modern Language
Association, German 5, meeting at the University of California, irvine, April 9-11, 1970.
2 All translations used in this article are my own.
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